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floor-Junior knew he'd found the breed of snoop he needed. The detective was at the top of six flights of narrow stairs-no elevator-at the end of a dreary hallway with worn
linoleum and with walls mottled by stains of an origin best left unconsidered. The air smelled of cheap disinfectant, stale cigarette smoke, stale beer, and dead hopes.."I
don't have to graduate in the spring of next year. I can take fewer classes, graduate the spring after. That's no big deal.".With a prayer to the Holy Mother, Maria held one
third of a knave of spades to the bright flame of the first candle. When it caught fire, she dropped the fragment into the votive glass, and as it was consumed, she said
aloud, "For Peter," referring to the most prominent of the twelve apostles..Edom and Jacob Isaacson were her older brothers, who lived in two small apartments above the
four-car garage at the back of the property..Whether making love or killing, he was never guided by bigotry. A private little joke with himself. But true..When at last the caller
spoke again, her voice sounded a kingdom away: "Will you tell Bartholomew ... ?".After a little silence Otter said, "Thanks." And he looked up at Hound, one brief,
questioning, judging glance..After clicking off the kitchen lights, the hall light, and the light in the foyer, he pulled shut the front door, leaving the house dark and silent behind
him..Turning away from the window, Tom met her gaze. His smoke-gray eyes looked frosted, as though the fog ghosts had passed through the window and possessed him.
But then the flame on the table candle flared in a draft; lambent light melted the chill from his eyes, and she saw again the warmth and the beautiful sorrow that had
impressed her before..The cop weighed too much to be carried any distance, the blanket proved effective, the decision to drag him was wise, and the whole process was
value neutral..He squirmed deep under the covers, clamped a plump pillow over his head to muffle the singing, and chanted, "Find the father, kill the son," until at last he fell
exhausted into sleep..Instead, he sat in the breakfast nook with his phone books and resumed the grueling search for Bartholomew..Mrs. Lombardi had no visitors. She was
alone in the world, her two children and her husband having passed away long ago..Kathleen hadn't noticed Tom replace his glass on the table, over the quarter. When he
lifted it to drain the last of the martini, two dimes and a nickel glittered on the tablecloth, where previously the quarter had been..Instead, he encountered an elderly woman
getting out of a red Pontiac with a fox tail tied to the radio antenna. A quick glance around confirmed that they were unobserved, so he clubbed her on the back of the head
with the butt of his 9-mm pistol..In the foyer again, about six feet inside the front door, he stood the wineglass on the floor. He placed the bottle of Merlot beside the glass,
the red rose beside the bottle..Now he had to focus on being ready for the evening of January 12: the reception for Celestina White's art show. She had adopted her sister's
baby. Little Bartholomew was in her care; and soon, the kid would be within Junior's reach..If he had been any other three-year-old, she would have told a compassionate
lie. He was her miracle child, however, her prodigy, and he would know a lie for what it was..face with one hand, as if pulling off cobwebs. "Did you say you were in my
house?".As the last of the flan was served and Maria's girls took their seats once more, Barty blinked at the candles and said, "Gone now," even though the tiny spectrums
still shimmered in the cut crystal. He turned his full attention to the flan with such enthusiasm that his mother soon stopped puzzling over rainbows.."Oh, yes. When he
phoned, Reverend Collins told me all about you and Bartholomew. At the front door, when I asked the boy's name, I already knew it and was just setting up this little trick for
you.".He realized that like so many women, Seraphim wanted it, asked for it-yet had no place in her self-image to accommodate the truth that she was sexually aggressive.
She wanted to think of herself as shy, demure, virginal, as innocent as a minister's daughter ought to be which meant that to get what she wanted, she required Junior to be
a brute. He was happy to oblige..Occasionally he woke in the night and heard himself murmuring the mantra aloud, which apparently he had been repeating ceaselessly in
his sleep. "Find the father, kill the son." In April, Junior discovered three Bartholomews. Investigating these targets, prepared to commit homicide, he learned that none had
a son named Bartholomew or had ever adopted a child.."When I couldn't get enough nightclub and theater bookings for my magic act anymore ... I turned to
gambling."."Last time I looked, Miss Galloway lived to the south of us. Retired. Never married. No children.".When Agnes groaned, one of the shadows spread its wings,
moved closer, to the right side of the bed, and resolved into a nurse. Agnes's vision had cleared. The nurse was a pretty young woman with black hair and indigo
eyes.."Yeah, they think we're with Candid Camera. So Jimmy points to this United Parcel truck parked across the street and says the cameras are in there."."I know you,
kid. You can handle anything from here on, whether it's a sold-out show or it's not, whether you're going to be famous or just another nobody.".He was so innocent. This
sweet boy, this pure and stainless infant, couldn't possibly have an enemy in the world, and she could not imagine any son of hers earning enemies, not if she raised him
well. This was just a silly card reading..He'd been invited to a Christmas Eve celebration with a satanic theme, but he hadn't intended to go. The party was not being thrown
by real Satanists, which might have been interesting, but by a group of young artists, all nonbelievers, who shared a wry sense of humor..IN HIS FORD VAN filled with
needlepoint and Sklent and Zedd, Junior Cain-Pinchbeck to the world-left the Bay Area by a back door. He took State Highway 24 to Walnut Creek, which might or might
not have walnuts, but which offered a mountain and a state park named for the devil: Mount Diablo. State Highway 4 to Antioch brought him to a crossing of the river delta
west of Bethel Island. Bethel, for those who had taken good advanced courses in vocabulary improvement, meant "sacred place.".The sole male guest in whom he took an
interest-a big interest was Sklent, the one-name painter whose three canvases were the only art on the walls of Junior's apartment..As woe begone a widower as anyone
could expect, Junior spent every night home alone. By Sunday, he'd slept without companionship eight nights since being discharged from the hospital..Tom pushed his
chair back from the table, got to his feet, and moved toward Celestina..Now, after removing the four decks of cards from the pressboard packs in which they had come,
Jacob lined them up side by side on the scarred maple top of the table..During this same period, having subscribed to the opera, Junior attended a performance of
Wagner's The Ring of the Nibelung..Junior gave the Raisinets to him, and Google left the theater with his candy and his cash.."In addition," Daines said, "her pelvis is small,
which would present problems of delivery even in an ordinary pregnancy. And the muscle fibers in the central canal of her cervix, which ought to be softening in anticipation
of labor, are still tough. I don't believe the cervix will dilate well enough to facilitate birth.".In the dark woods of the dream, still the presence: faceless and silent, radiating a
merciless intent..or the barber. Never was he afraid to fall asleep, and having fallen asleep, he appeared to have only pleasant dreams..Junior locked the door. He started
the engine and drove out of the cemetery faster than was prudent on the winding service road..He'd been a godsend to Celestina, because his love of children and a new
sense of fun that he'd discovered in himself were showered on Angel. He was Uncle Wally. Waddling Wally, Wobbly Wally, Wally Walrus, Wally Werewolf. Wally Wit Duh
Funny Accents. Wiggle Eared Wally. Whistling Wally. Wrangler Wally. He was Good Golly Wally the Friend of All Polliwogs. Angel adored him, adored him, and he could
have loved her no more if she had been one of the sons that he had lost. Overwhelmed by her classes, her waitressing job, her painting, Celestina could always count on
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Wally to step in to share the child rearing. He wasn't merely Angel's honorary uncle, but her father in all senses except the legal and biological; he wasn't just her doctor, but
a guardian angel who fretted over her mildest fever and worried about all the ways the world could wound a child..Embarrassed, Kathleen stopped singing, but to the other
woman, Nolly said, "It is a lovely voice, isn't it? Haunting, I think.".To see his newborn baby girl, Barty shared the sight of other Bartys, and he so adored this little wrinkled
Mary that he sustained his vision all day, until a thunderous migraine became too much to bear and a sudden frightening slurring of speech drove him back to the comfort of
blindness..The wife killer was evil; and his evil would be expressed one way or another, regardless of the forces that affected his actions. If he'd not killed Naomi on the fire
tower, he would have killed her elsewhere, when another opportunity for enrichment presented itself. If Victoria hadn't become a victim, some other woman would have died
instead. If Cain hadn't become obsessed with the strange conviction that someone named Bartholomew might be the death of him, he would have filled his hollow heart with
an equally strange obsession that might have led him, anyway, to Celestina, but that would surely have brought violence down on someone else if not on her.."Stop it, stop
it! " Agnes, only ten years old, slender and shaking, but wild with righteousness, until now held in thrall by her own fear, by the memory of all the beatings that she herself
has taken. She screams at their father and strikes him with a book she's brought from the house. The Bible. She strikes their father with the Bible, from which he's read to
them every night of their lives. He drops the roses, tears the holy book out of Agnes's hands, and pitches it across the yard. He rakes up a handful of the scattered roses,
intending to make his son resume this dinner of sin, but here comes Agnes once more, the Bible recovered, brandishing it at him, and now she says what all of them know
to be true but what none of them has ever dared say, what even Agnes herself will never again dare to say after this day, not while the old man lives, but she dares to say it
now, holding the Bible toward him, so he can see the gold-embossed cross upon the imitation-leather cover. "Murderer," Agnes says. "Murderer " And Edom knows that
they're all as good as dead now, that their father will slaughter them right here, right this minute, in his rage. "Murderer," she says accusingly, behind the shield of the Bible,
and she doesn't mean that he is killing Edom, but that he killed their mother, that they heard him in the night, three years before, heard the short but awful struggle, and
know that what happened was no accident. Roses fall from his skinned and pierced hands, a flurry of petals yellow and petals red. He rises and takes a step toward Agnes,
his dripping fists crimson with his blood and with Edom's. Agnes doesn't back away, but thrusts the book toward him, and scintillant sunlight caresses the cross. Instead of
tearing the book out of her hands again, their father stalks away, into the house, surely to return with club or cleaver ... yet they will see no more of him this day. Then
Agnes-with tweezers for the thorns, with a basin full of warm water and a washcloth, with iodine and Neosporin and bandages-kneels beside him in the yard. Jacob, too,
comes forth from the dark crawlspace under the porch, having watched in terror from behind the latticework skirt. He is shaking, crying, flushed with embarrassment
because he didn't intervene, although he was wise to hide, for the disciplinary beating of one twin usually leads to the pointless beating of the other. Agnes gradually settles
Jacob by involving him in the treatment of his brother's wounds, and to Edom she says, often thereafter, "I love your roses, Edom. I love your roses. God loves your roses,
Edom." Overhead, agitated wings quiet to a soft flutter, and the shrieking crows grow silent. The air pools as still and heavy as the water in a hidden lagoon within a secret
glade, in the perfect garden of the unfallen.....Now that efforts were being made to control the preeclampsia, Dr. Daines had scheduled a series of tests for the following
day. He expected to recommend a cesarean section as soon as Phimie's e's blood pressure was reduced and stabilized, but he didn't want to risk this surgery before
determining what complications might have resulted from her restricted diet and the compression of her abdomen..When he noticed a blonde staring at him from a nearby
booth, he smiled and winked at her. Although she was not attractive enough to meet his standards, there was no reason to be impolite..If Junior was patient, he could slip in
there, find Bartholomew, kill the boy in bed, whack Ichabod second, and still have a chance to make love to Celestina..Up flew his hands, as white as doves, flapping as
though trying to escape from the sleeves of his raincoat, as if he were a magician rather than a musician..Junior considered slipping quietly around the house, peering in
windows, to be sure she was alone, before approaching directly. If she saw him, however, his wonderful surprise would be spoiled..Her awful sense of weightlessness
became something much better: buoyancy, an exhilarating lightness of spirit. Fear remained with her-fear for Barty, fear of the future and of the strange complexity of
Creation that she'd just glimpsed-but wonder and wild hope now tempered it..In spite of its dazzle, the detective's smile was nonetheless melancholy, proof that he was
sincere when he said that Seraphim's baby was beyond their reach..When the waiter had gone, -Tom said, "Don't worry about abetting a crime. If I had to pop Cain to
prevent him from hurting someone, I wouldn't hesitate. But I'd never act as judge and jury otherwise.".The girl smiled, as stunningly beautiful as he remembered her, but she
was no longer fifteen, as she had been when last he'd seen her. Since her death in childbirth nearly three years ago, she'd matured and grown lovelier than ever..Junior
could almost feel sorry for this sad, stocky, haunted detective, deranged by years of difficult public service..With a nervous twitch of his avian head and a wary frown, the
watcher broke eye contact and slipped into the chattering crowd, lost as quickly as a slender sandpiper skittering among a herd of plump seagulls.."Oh, Wally, I am worried.
I'm deeply worried. My mama is going to buy herself a first-class ticket to the fiery pit if she doesn't stop this prevaricatin'."."I didn't know her well. She didn't hang out or
party much--especially after the baby.".Professing befuddlement, the galerieur led the way through three rooms to the front windows, gliding across the polished maple
floors as though he were on wheels..Houses made settling noises all the time. That was one reason why he couldn't rely much on sound to guide him through the darkness.
A noise he thought had been made by the weight of his tread might as easily have been produced by the house itself as it adjusted to the.Already the fortune foretold, which
she had strived to dismiss as a game with no consequences, was coming true..As the nurse gave Junior the injection, Parkhurst said, "You're an exceptionally sensitive
man, Enoch. That's a quality to be much admired in an often unfeeling world. But in your current condition, your sensitivity is your worst enemy.".EDOM AND THE PIES,
into the blue morning following the storm, had a schedule to keep and the hungry to satisfy..Meanwhile, he became an accomplished meditator. Guided by Bob Chicane,
Junior progressed from concentrative meditation with seed the mental image of a bowling pin-to meditation without seed. This advanced form is far more difficult, because
nothing is visualized, and the purpose is to concentrate on making the mind utterly blank..Mary had a yellow vinyl ball of the type Koko would happily chase all day and, if
allowed, chew all night, keeping the house awake with its squeaking. "Want this?" she asked Koko. Koko wanted it, of course, needed it, absolutely had to have it, and
leaped into action as Mary pretended to throw the ball..obsessed with humanity's sorry penchant for destroying itself either by intention or ineptitude--491 suffocated and
burned alive on an evening meant for champagne and revelry..When Junior tried to lift Victoria, her voluptuousness lost its appeal. As dead weight, she was heavier than he
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expected..The police. The stupid police. Ringing the bell when they knew he'd been shot. Ringing the damn doorbell when he lay here helpless, the Industrial Woman
lurching toward him, his toe on the other side of the kitchen, ringing the doorbell when he was losing enough blood to give transfusions to an entire ward of wounded
hemophiliacs. The stupid bastards were probably expecting him to serve tea and a plate of butter cookies, little paper doilies between each cup and saucer..Incredibly, the
thief left behind the most valuable items: the collection of hardcover first editions of Caesar Zedd's complete body of work. The box stood open, its contents having been
explored in haste, but not a single volume was missing..Being ruthlessly honest with himself, as always, he acknowledged that killing Tammy would not solve his problem.
She might have told friends and colleagues about the Rolex, just as she had surely shared with her girlfriends the juiciest details about Junior's unequaled lovemaking.
During the two months that he and the cat woman dated, others had heard her call him Eenie. He couldn't kill Tammy and all her friends and colleagues, at least not on a
timely enough schedule to thwart the police.."So do I, honey. Oh, Lord, so do I." She kissed his forehead. "Listen, kiddo, in spite of their stories and all their funny ways,
your uncles are good men.".THE SANDMAN WAS powerless to cast a spell of sleep while Junior spent the night flushing away enough water to drain a reservoir..An
outrageously sexy redhead hit on him as he selected from an array of bomb-shaped canapes on a tray held by a waiter dressed as a ragged and soot-smeared blast
survivor. Myrtle, the redhead, preferred to be called Scamp, which Junior entirely understood. She wore a DayGlo green miniskirt, a spray-on white sweater, and a green
beret.."I know Edom and Jacob have been a burden," said Vinnie, "you having to be responsible for them-"."She was a hero, just like you. I wanted you ... I wanted you to
see her and to know her name. Perri Damascus. That was her name.".Words eluded him again, and he surveyed the coffee shop, as if someone might step forward to
speak for him. He realized people were staring, and embarrassment drew a tighter knot in his tongue..Furrowing her brow and narrowing her eyes as though prepared to
scold him, she slowly lowered her face to his, until their noses were touching, and she whispered, "Because it's more fun if it's secret.".Warily, Junior ventured into the
gallery to make inquiries. He expected the staff to express utter bafflement at the name Celestina White, expected the poster to have vanished when he returned to the
display window..Academy of Art College and might have met Celestina White. The critiques of her paintings.And so at the age of thirty-one, after more than twenty-eight
years of blindness with a few short reprieves, Barty Lampion received the gift of sight from his ten-year-old daughter. 1996 through 2000: Day after day, the work was done
in memory of Agnes Lampion, Joey Lampion, Harrison White, Seraphim White, Jacob Isaacson, Simon Magusson, Tom Vanadium, Grace White, and most recently Wally
Lipscomb, in memory of all those who had given so much and, though perhaps still alive in other places, were gone from here..under the spoon to catch drips, she
conveyed the shimmering sliver to Agnes's mouth..straddles him, driving big fists into his back, brutally into his sides. With high fences and hedgerows of Indian
laurels.Alone with Agnes, the physician said, "I want you to take Barty to a specialist in Newport Beach. Franklin Chan. He's a wonderful ophthalmologist and
ophthalmological surgeon, and right now we don't have anyone like that here in town.".The second ring was followed by a click, and then a familiar droning voice said,
"Hello. I'm Thomas Vanadium-".By dawn, when the intestinal paroxysms finally passed, this bold new man of adventure felt as flat and limp as road kill..Glancing at his
wristwatch with alarm, Edom bolted up from his chair. "Look at the time! Agnes gave me a lot to do, and here I am rattling on about earthquakes and cyclones.".At the
farthest end of the loft from the stereo speakers, voices nevertheless had to be raised in even the most intimate exchanges. The artist who had created In the Baby 's Brain
Lies the Parasite of Doom, Version 6, however, possessed a voice as deep, sharp-edged, and penetrating as his talent..Leaning across the front seat, he lowered the
passenger's window six inches. Then he lowered the driver's-side window an equal distance..When Agnes turned her head and saw Maria Elena Gonzalez, she thought she
must be dreaming again..This momentous day. In every ending, new beginnings. But, thank God, no ending here..JUNIOR CAIN WANDERED among the Philistines, in the
gray land of conformity, seeking one-just one-refreshingly repellent canvas, finding only images that welcomed and even charmed, yearning for real art and the vicious
emotional whirlpool of despair and disgust that it evoked, finding instead only themes of uplift and images of hope, surrounded by people who seemed to like everything
from the paintings to the canapes to the cold January night, people who probably hadn't spent even one day of their lives brooding about the inevitability of nuclear
annihilation before the end of this decade, people who smiled too much to be genuine intellectuals, and he felt more alone and threatened than eyeless Samson chained in
Gaza..In fact, though he strained hard to recall their conversations, he could dredge up nothing that Seraphim had said during therapy, as if he'd been stone-deaf in those
days. The only things he retained were sensual impressions: the beauty of her face, the texture of her skin, the firmness of her flesh under his ministering hands..What he
saw next in the brochure wasn't the link that he sought, but it alarmed him so much that the three-fold pamphlet rattled in his hands. The reception for Celestina's show had
been this evening, had ended more than three hours ago..She might have attributed his problem to eyestrain from all the reading he'd done during the past few days. She
might have put drops in his eyes, told him to leave the books alone for a while, and sent him into the backyard to play. She might have counseled herself not to be one of
those alarmist mothers who detected pneumonia in every sniffle, a brain tumor behind every headache.."Worlds," ventured Jacob, "in which that oil-tank truck never
stopped on the railroad tracks in Bakersfield, back in '60. So the train never crashed into it and those seventeen people never died.".inking? The sequined and tasseled hat
of fame was too gaudy for her; she was a minister's daughter, from Spruce Hills, Oregon, more comfortable in a baseball cap.
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